A population-based analysis of the drivers of short-term costs after bariatric surgery within a publicly funded regionalized center of excellence system.
The most significant driver of healthcare utilization for bariatric surgery is the index admission and readmissions within the first 30 days after a procedure. Identifying areas to create efficiencies during this period is essential to decreasing overall healthcare costs. The objective of the study was to characterize the short-term costs of bariatric surgery within a regionalized center of excellence bariatric care system. The Ontario Bariatric Network is a regionalized bariatric care system with 4 high-volume Bariatric Centers of Excellence. We performed a population-based retrospective analysis including all adult patients who received a bariatric surgical procedure in Ontario from April 2009 until March 2012. Total hospital cost and number of days in hospital was calculated for all index admissions and all readmissions within 30 days of a bariatric surgical procedure. An inverse Gaussian generalized linear model was utilized to model the effect of covariates on costs. A Poisson regression was used to determine the effect on covariates on total days in hospital. After multivariable adjustment, the sleeve gastrectomy procedure decreased costs by $1447 over gastric bypass (95% confidence interval [CI] $1578 to-$1315]); P<.001). This effect increased when adjusting only for preoperative factors with a cost savings of nearly $2000 ($1953) (95% CI-$3250 to-$533; P = .003). Conversely, complications were the major drivers of increased cost as anastomotic leaks added $24,397 (95% CI $20,688-$28,106; P<.001) to healthcare costs. In addition, medical complications, such as respiratory failure/infection ($19,465) (95% CI $11,007-$27,924; P<.001), were also significant cost drivers. Major drivers of increased resource utilization included major surgical and medical complications, such as anastomotic leaks and respiratory failure/infection. Days in hospital were affected more by medical complications than surgical complications. Sleeve gastrectomy resulted in a clear short-term cost advantage over Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (RYGB), and this was likely related to the procedure itself as opposed to differences across procedures in co-morbidity and complication rates.